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Abstract. The center of a lariguage has been defired in [7,8,9] as the set of p!i words which have 
infinite right completions ii; tLt= ianguage. In this paper we extend this notion by taking into 
account also left and two-sided completions. 7 hus, for any language X, we consider the left 
center C,(X), the right center C,(X) and two dlP,- c: ::i &i;icral centers Cl(X) and C,(X). Some 
properties of these centers are derived. Tn particular the main results of the paper give some 
general conditions under which C,(X) = C,(X) and C,(C,(X)) = C,(C,(X)). These conditions deal 
with ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ iteration properties and ‘periodicity’ of a language. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of the center of a language has been introduced by Nivat [7,8] in 
the context of problems concerning the beh.a.Jior of processes [7]. The center of a 
language X over a finite alphabet, is the set of words which have infinite right 
completions in the language (see also [9]). 
In this paper we extend the notion of center to the cases of left and two-sided 
completions. Thus we consider the left center C,(X), which coincides with the center 
of Nivat, the right center C,(X) and two different bilateral centers Cl(X) and C,(X). 
The reason for the existence of two bilateral centers is that there are two natural 
ways of defining an infinite number of two-sided completions. Cz(X) has been 
considered in [3] in order to study the ‘sub-word complexity’ of a language. 
In Section 3 general properties of centers, some of which extend previous results 
[ 1, 5,9], are given. We show in particular that for any given language X, Cl(X) c 
CK’dX~~ n CK’,W)) and G(X) 3 CKdX)) u GWXN. 
In Section 4 we consider two ‘iteration properties’ for languages which will be 
called ‘weak’ and ‘strong’. These properties generalize the classical iteration (or 
pumping) property of recognizable languages (cf. [4]). The main results of this 
section are the following: 
(ii IfXsatisfiestheweakitcrationproperty,thenG(X) = C&Z,(X)) = CK(X)); 
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(ii) If X satisfies the strong iteration property, then C,(X) = C,(X) = C,(Cl(X)) = 
CKCX)). 
In Section 5 we consider the case of ‘periodic’ languages. It is shown that if X 
is a periodic language satisfying the weak iteration property, then Cl(X) = C?(X) = 
C,K’,(X 1) = C~(C,(X)). A still open question is whether the periodicity of a language 
and the weak iteration property imply the strong iteration property. 
The results of this paper show that basic properties of language ther:ry such as 
recognizability, iteration properties and periodicity play a relevant role in determin- 
ing the properties of the centers. From this the importance of centers in formal 
language theory is manifest. 
2, Preliminaries 
1,ct A* denote the free monoid, with neutral element 1, generated by a non- 
empty, finite set A called alphabet. For any word P E A * and letter a E A, IL’] denotes 
the I~~& of c and I& the number of occurrences of the letter a in L’. 
A iarzguage X over the alphabet A is any subset of A*. We denote by 1x1 the 
cardinality of the set X. Given a language X c A” and a congruence - on A* we 
say that X is closed for -, if X is a union of classes of -. It is well known that 
the set of all congruences on A* for which X is closed admits, in the lattice of 
congruences on A ‘, a largest element. It is the syntactic corlgrumce of X, denoted 
by + (or = when no confusion arises) and defined as follows: for any pair N’~, \t’, 
of wclrds of ,I*, 
1%’ 1 Es It’, iff for all II, L‘ E A”, 241~~~~ E X e wzy~ E X. 
‘h.~ sytuctic rmm~id of I% denoted !‘y M(X), is the quotient monoid A*/=. A 
I;inguage is rt~cc;grzi=nb/e (by a finite automaton) if and only if its syntactic monoid 
is finite !cf. [A]). 
kc: M be a mon&:. M is periodic if for any m E M, there exist positive integers 
k, t, k f t such that HZ IL = rd. Let X E A* be a language and M(X) its syntactic 
monoid. The language X is periodic if M(X i is periodic, i.e. for any word 1~ E A*, 
there exist k, t ;i 0, with k # t, such that 
WY E x N ,W+ E X, 
for ali ii, I’ c ‘4 *. It is well known that any recognizable language is periodic, but 
ihere exist non r~zcognizable periodic languages. 
A class . If of monoids is called a pselrdot(ariq of monoids [6] if t N is clc.,sed 
under the formation of submonoid, quotient monoid and finite direct product. 
3, Centers of languages 
I,ct ,Y bc a language over the alphabet A. We consider the following subsets of 
A k, C,tX ), C’;(X), C,(X) and C)(X) defined. as: 
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C2(X)={w~A*lVn *03u, v EA*: lul, lz+n and uwv EX}. 
We call C,(X) the left center of X, C,(X) the right center of X, C,(X) the bilateral 
center of X of first kind and C,(X) the bilateral center of X of second kind. Let us 
remark that, in general, C,(X) f C,(X). Indeed for A ={a, 6) and X = 
{a”b”EA*ln >O}, one has Cl(X)=0 and Cz(Xj=a*b*.,- 
For any X cA*, F(X) will denote the set of all factors 01 the words of X and 
F,(X) (resp. Fl(X)) the set of all right (resp. left) factors of the words of X. 
Some general properties of centers are shown by the following propositions. We 
limit ourselves to giving the proofs of Propositions l-6 only in the case of bilateral 
centers. The proofs for left centers can be found in [l, 5, 91 and those for right 
centers can be obtained immediately from these by perfectly symmetric arguments. 
Proposition 1. Let X1, X2 c A *. If X1 CA,, then Ci(X,) E C:(4Yz) (i = i, r, 1, 2). 
Proof. It is an obvious consequence of the definition. Cl 
Proposition 2. Let X E ,4 *. Ci(X) = 0 if wd only if X is a finite set (i = I, r, 2). 
Moreocer if X is infinite, then SO uvYl he Cit. T) (i = I, r, 2). 
Proof. It is clear that if X is a finite set, then C,(X) = 0. Let us then suppose that 
1x1 = 00. For any positive integer k, we can consider a sequence (x,}, . 1 of elements 
of X such that for all r 2 1, x, = prl-lrqr, where pr, q,, CC~ E A * and Irr,j = k, Ip, j, /qJ 2 r. 
Let us then consider the sequence {u~},,,~ of words of length k. From the ‘pigeon 
hole principle’ there exists a subsequence {uj,,)psl such that 
Let US Set iij, = wk. 0.w h% then 
with IP,,L I%! Fir 3 r 2nd \wk I - k. This shows that wk E G(X). Since k is an arbitrary 
positive integer it follows that Cz(X) is an infinite set. Let us observe that one can 
obtain the same result from statement (b) of Proposition 7. In fact if X is infinite, 
then SO will be C(X) and C,(X) and then C&Z’,(X)) (and C,(Ci(X))). El 
We note that the previous result is not, in general, true for Cl(X). In fact, as 
we have seen, there are infinite languages X such that C1 (X) = 0. 
Proposition 3. For any X GA”, Ci(Ci(X)) = ci(X) (j = I, r, 1,2). 
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Proof. The inclusion Ci( Ci (X)) c C(X) (i = 1,2) is trivial. Let US then prove the 
ir vrerse inclusion 2 and suppose first that i = 1. 
Let w E Cl(X). There exist then two infinite sets U and V such that UW V G X. 
For any positive integer h and word f E A* of length &r we denote by p/,(f) 
{resp. am) the prefix (resp. suffix) of f of length h. Since U and V are infinite 
sets from the ‘pigeon hole principle’ for any pair h, k of positive integers there 
exist two infinite sequences {ui)i__ 1(ui E U, i 2 l), {vj}i>1 (vi E V, j a 1) such that 
‘We can then write 
r/1 t 
Ui = ri sh, vj =pkClk’, $“, t:“’ E A*, i, j 2 1 
and 
I I1 I
rr s,,wpkt~k’ EX, i, j 2 1. 
Let us set RI, = {r:“) 1 i 2 1) and Tk = {t:“’ lj 2 1). One 
positive integers 
This implies that &~‘pk E Cl(X) for any pair h, k 2 1, 
Let us now suppose that w E C?(X). There exist 
has then for all pairs h, k of 
i.e. 1%’ E C1(C1(X)). 
then two sequences (I(,, III . 1, 
{c,,},, _1 such that, for each tl, /z4J, Irl,, 12 tz and u,,M’u,, EX, tz 2 1. Let us then consider 
the infinite sequence of pairs (II,,, o,, ), H -2 1. For any positive integer It, from the 
*pigeon hole principie’ , &here xists an infinite subsequence (u[,,, u,,, ), tI 3 1, such that 
Thus we can write 
, h 1 
rn &Vi, M’pi, 1 ,, “ilr E x, tt :3 1) 
Prupmition 4. For all X, Y 2 A*, Ci(X U Y) = Ci(Xl LJ Ci( Y) (i = I, r, 2). 
Prod. l-et X, Y c A*. One has from Proposition 1 that 
C’,rX 1. C,( Y! E C-,(X i’ I’), 
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so that C*(X) u Cz( Y) c C&U u Y). To prove the inverse inclusion let US 
that w E Cz(X u Y). There exist then two infinite sequences of words 
{~~}~._~-l suchthat lu,, I, lu, 12 n, n a 1, and 
25 
suppose 
cu,), .?I, 
unwv,, EXu Y, n 2 1. 
This implies that there must exist an infinite sequence iI, i2, . i . . , k, . . . of 
integers such that uirwui, E X, r 2 1, or there exists an infinite sequence of 
positive 
positive 
integers jl, j2, . . . , jk, . . . such that u~,wo~, E Y, s 2 1. Since lui,l, Itvi,l Z= i, 2 r and luic [, 
lUj,l a js as, r, s 2 1, one has in the first case w E C,(X) and in the second case 
w E C2( Y). Thus in any case w E C,(X) u C2( Y). q 
Remark 1. With regard to the center Cl(X u Y) of the union of lwo languages X, 
Y E A* one has, from Proposition 1, that Cl(X) u C1( Y) c Cl(X u Y). The follow- 
ing example shows that, in general, the inclusion can be strict. Xn fact let A = {a, b}, 
X={a’ba’EA*li<j)and Y={a’bakA*Ii~j}.OnehasthatXuY=a*ha*and 
CI(X u Y) = C&Z,(X u Y)) = C,(CI(X u Y)) = a” u u*ba* (cf. Corollary 2). How- 
ever one easily verifies that 
u*ba*n[C1(X)uC1(Y)]=O. 
Remark 2. With regard to the intersection of two languages X and Y one has, 
from Proposition 1, that 
Ci(Xn Y)ZCi(X)nCi(Y) (i=Z,r, 132). 
The following example shows that: in general, the inclusion is strict. Let A = {a, b), 
X = n*b*a* and Y “$9 cA*[Iwl, = IN+,}. One has that (cf. Corollary 2) 
C(X) = C2(X) = CJXj = C*(X) = cl*b*d 
and 
C1( Y) = Cz( Y) = CJ Y) = C/(Y) = A? 
Hence Ci(X) (7 Ci( Y) = a *Inca * (i = I, r, 1,2). However 
Xn Iv =(n’b”nkA*jtr +O and i+j=n}, 
so that C/(X n Y) = u*b*, C,(X A Y) = b*a* and Cl(X n Y)CZ C&X f-j 1’) = 
a*:h*ub*a* . 
Proposition 5. For all X, Y E A*, 
i 
FM%JXC~W~ ifIYl=cx% 
C,(XY) = 
an ifIYl<~, 
I F,tY)uC,(XjY, iflXl=a, C,(XY) = 
‘) ,CVl f 7 if I&<~, 
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J GW, iflY1-A Cj(XY)= )Ci(Y), ifIXl<~, (i = 1,2) 
(C,(X)UCi(Y)UC,(X)C,(Y)U~~(C,(rll))UF,(C~(Y)), 
if IX/==IYI=oO. 
Remark 3. For i = 1, if IX/= I YI = 00 one can write 
c,(xY)=c,(x)cI(Y~uFr(c,(x)~uF,(c,(Y)). . 
In fact Cl(X) c F[(C,(X)) and C,( Y) c F,(C,( Y)). For i = 2 we do not have a similar 
simplification since, in general, C?(X) Z FK’,(X)) and C,( Y) g F,(C,( Y)). Indeed, 
for X = (a “‘ha ” I 11 M}, one has that h E C,(X); however h &Fl(C, (X)) and 
h b! F,(C,(X )). 
Proof of Psopositiorh 5. For I Y I <a~ and for IX1 < 00 the proposition is easily 
verified. Let us then consider the case /Xl= I I’ I= W. 
For i = 1, we prove that (cf. remark 3) 
I ,et UC first show the inclusion c. Let w E CI(XY). There exist U, C’ c A* such 
that /C/f = 1 VI = 3cj and UwV c XY. Let U = {zdl, 142, . . . , 14,,, . . . } and V = 
{z-I* 1.2, . . . 1 L’,,, . . .). One !ras that U~WC, E XY, for all i, j 2 1. For any pair (i, j) of 
positive integers one has to consider three possible cases: 
I 1; There exist iq, u’;! E A* such that cv = HJ~ \t*z and Idi\%’ EX, \\‘ZC; E 1’. 
(2 I There exist II :, rr :’ E A * such that 14~ = 14 lu :’ and 11: E X, 14 ~w, E Y. 
(3) Thcrc exist I: I, L’: ~~4” such that q = v&y and ~-I,H~c: EX, 21; E Y. 
One casiiy derives (for instance by means of Ramsey’s theorem) that one at least 
of the three previous casts is verified for an infinite number of i and an infinite 
number of j. In this case: 
For (1) one has uyl E C,(X), N’?E CJY) and then N* E C,,X)C,(Y). 
For (2) one has )t’ E F,(C/( Y)). 
For (3) ctnc has IV EF~(C,(X)). 
Let us now prove the inverse inclusion 2. We prove that 
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We first prove the inclusion C. Let w E Cz(XY). For any n 2 0 there exist u,,, 
u,, EA* such that iu,I, Iv,1 an and u,,M.Jv,~ EXY. For any n there are three possible 
cases :
(1) There exist VQ, w~EA* such that w = wlw2 and u,wI EX, ~22’~ E Y. 
(2) There exist u ia, u 1 E A* such that 14~ =u ail z and u :, E X, cl E WL’,, E Y. 
(3) There exist u L, u :: E A* such that u,, = v lv :: and L~~~WU :, E X, L‘ l E Y. 
At least one of the three cases is verified for an infinite number of n. 
For the case (1) one has ~‘1 E C,(X), w2 E C/C Y) and then ct E C,(X)C~( Y ). 
For the case (2) one has to distinguish two sukases: 
(2a) Icd: 1 can assume arbitrarily large values, and then’ w E Cz( Y ). 
(2b) 1~1: I can assume only a finite number of values, and then by the ‘pigeon 
hole principle’ there exists 1~~) such that u::,, wt’,, E Y for infinite many II. In this case 
one has uI,,w E CJ Y) and then MY E F,(Cl( Y)). 
In a similar way for the case (3). This concludes the proof of the inclusion E. 
To prove the inverse inclusion =, one proceeds as in the case of Cl. E 
Proposition 6. Let X c A*. If X = 0 or X = (1) therz 
CJX”) = C,(X”, = Cl(XV = c-2(x*) = Q). 
c[(x*) == x*F[(x), c-,(x*) = Iqxjx*, 
c-,(X”, = G(x*) =FtX)uF,tX~X*F~(X). 
Proof. Let us show that C,(X*) = Cz(X*). Since for any Y GA*, C1( Y) c Cz( Y), 
it is sufficient to prove that Cz(X*) 2 C,(X”). Let w E C2(X*). There exist two 
infinite sequences of words (It,,},, -I and (L‘,,},~ .1 such that for each II, 1~4,~ I, /G,, 1 z tz 
and II,~M’c,~ E X*. One has then 
for each pair 12, k of positive integers. If we set D = (I~~~wL’~,u~ 1 II 2 l}, E = 
{o ~~~~wt~~ 1 k a 1) otle has that DwE c X* and then w E Cl(X*). If X = 0 or X = (l}, 
then obviously C1(X”) = Cz(X*) = 8. Let us then suppose X # B and X # { 1). Since 
w E Cz(X”:) if and only if 12-1 is a factor of a word of X* it follows that 
c-*(X”) = cdx*) =F(X) u F,(X)X”F~(X). 
This result can be also derived from Proposition 7 since CI(X*) = Cz(X”) = 
C,(c:(x*)) = C,CC?(X”)). El 
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Proposition 7. For any X c, A* one has that 
(a) G(X) c CKXJO) n CKiW), 
(b) C,(X) 2 CdCr (x)) u CKdXb 
Proof. (a) Let us first show that C,(X) E C,(C,(X)). If w E C,(X), there exist L, 
R GA* such that IRI= ItI = a3 and luwv c X for all pairs (u, 0) E R XL. Since 
IRI = 00, WV E C,(X) for all v EL. Since IL) = 00, w E Ci(C,(X)). By a symmetrical 
argument one has that C,(X) c C,(C&X)) and this concludes the proof of (a). 
(b) We first show that C&(X)) c C,(X). If w E Cl(C,(X)), for any n 2 0, there 
exists a word v E A* such that Iv I> n and WV E C,(X). There exists then also a word 
u E A*, with 1~ I> n, such that uwv E X. It follows that w E C*(X). By a symmetrical 
argument one has that C&‘,(X)) E C;(X) and this concludes the proof of (b). q 
The Mowing exampte shows that, for an arbitrary language X E A*, any two 
of the four sets C&Y), Cz(X), Cl( C(X)), C,( C(X)) are, in general, different each 
from the other. 
Example 1. Let A = {a, b) and consider the language X = {a”b” E A* I tz 2 O}. One 
can easily verify thait 
C,(X) =o, C2(X) = a*b*, CKxX~) = u *, C,(C,(X), = b”. 
By Proposition 7, the equality C,(X) = C,(X) implies the equality Cl(C,(X)) = 
C&tX)). The next example shows that the inverse implication does not hold in 
general. 
Example 2. Let A = (a, b) and consider the language X = {a “ha ‘* E A* 1 IZ 2 0). One 
can easily verify that 
However 
C,(X)==@ and QX)=n*ba”. 
Proof. We prove the proposition for i = 1. The proofs for i = 2, 1, r are obtained 
by similar arguments. Let u’i, MI-, E A*. We show that, if iq E C*(X) and iq = ~‘2, 
then v E Ct(X 1. Indeed, if M’~ E Cl(X) there exist R, L c A* such that IR I = IL1 = a~ 
and Rrt*lt s X. Since wl = ~‘2 one has also that RQL c X so that ~72 E C1(X). a 
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Proof. Let M(X)=A*/&$- andM(Ci)=A*/pp-’ (i=1,2&) where &A*-, 
M(X) andp:A* + M(C,) are the syntactic morphisms. From Proposition 8 it follows 
that 44-l ~pp-l. There exists then an epimorphism a:M(X) +M(Ci(X)) where 
a(&6’(u)) =pp-l(u), 14 EA*. One has then M(Ci(X)) %M(X)/c& EJH, that 
concludes our proof. q 
A consequence of this result is that if X is a recognizable (resp. periodic; aperiodic; 
locally testable) language then Ci (X) (i = 1,2,2, r) will be recognizable (resp. 
periodic; aperiodic; locally testable). 
Remark 4. The previous corollary generalizes the result of [ 1, 91 which states that 
the (left)-center of a recognizable language is recognizable. 
We mention here that it has beer, +o proved [l, 2, 5, 91, by using grammatical 
techniques, that the (left) ce lrer of a context-free (resp. linear; deterministic; non 
expansive) language is a con. ext free (resp. linear; deterministic; non expansive I
language. 
4. Centers and iteration properties 
In the previous section we have shown that, for an arbitrary language X E A*, 
in general C,(X) # C’;?(X) and Cl(Cr(X)) # C,(Cl(X)). In this section we study some 
general conditions under which the equalities hold. It turns out that, for these 
problems, the iteration properties of a language play an important role. Let us give 
the following definitions: 
Definition 1. Let N denote the set of natural numbers. A language X E ‘4 * satisfies 
the strorzg iteratiorz property (SIP) if there exist a natural number HX and an infinite 
subset Sx of N such that, for any feX, if f = uuw, with u, w EA* and i~[alzx, 
there exist ~1, L’~EA* and u+A+ (A’=A*/{l)) such that v =vlo2u3 and 
zfu~u$~w EX for all i-2 ESx. 
Definition 2. A language X c A* satisfies the we& iteration property (WIP) if there 
exists a natural FZ.~ such that, for any f e X, if f .-= uuw, with u, w E A* and Iv I> nx, 
there exist cl, v~EA*, v2~Af and an irtfini:e subset Sx (u, C, w ) C_ N, such tlzt 
c = cll;‘;l~~ and ULT&& w E X for all II E Sxk4, v, w). 
Let us remark that the difference between the two above definitions is that in 
Definition 1, the iteration set Sx is independent of the context, whereas in Definition 
2, the iteration set Ss (14, t‘, w ) depends on u and on the context !rr, w ). 
Theorem 1. Let X be a langw, are over the alpizabet A. If X satisfies the strong 
iteration property, lhert 
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PnofU By Proposition 7, it suffices to prove that Cz(X) c C:(X). Let u E Cz(X). 
For any IZ 2 0, let u,,, w, be words of A* such that Iu,, I, 1 w, I> :z and u,,uwll E X. For 
k > nx consider the word U&?_%vk E X. Since Iuk ] > nx, by SIP there exist fl, gl E A* 
and h 1 E -4 + such that 14~ =fJz Igl and 
f,h;‘g,uwk Ex for all n E Sx. 
Since ]IQ I> jzx, by using again the strong iteration property, MQ contains an iterating 
factor, which in general depends on the context in which wk appears in X, and, in 
this case, it depends on the element n ES x. Since u’k contains a finite number of 
factors, there exists an infinite subset S’ c Sx and a factorization W,Q = fihzgz, with 
jh21 -2 0, such that 
fl h ;1gI uj;h ;“gz E X for all n E S’ and nz E Sx. 
ikt us define R = (fltz’&, E A* 1 rz E S’} and I. = {,Q?gz E A* 1 m E S,x}. One has 
,RcLcX with iRI=IL(= co. It follows that u E C1(X). II 
C,(X) = C,(C,(X,, - CJC,Lx)) = G(X). 
Pr~)oi. If X is finite, the result is trivial. Let us then suppose that X is an infinite 
set. As is well known (cf. [4]) an infinite recognizable language satisfies the classical 
‘pumping lemma’ which implies the strong iteration property previously defined. 
Thus from Theorem 1 the rec;ult follows. 3 
The following example shows that there exist non recognizable languages 
satisyfing SIP. 
Example 3. Let /l = {a, 6, c) and X = A”aaA* ti{(d )“(a~~” E: A*(rr HI). X is a 
noii recognizable language. However X satisfies SIP with tzx = 2 and Sx = 
(n E %I rr 2 2). Indeed any word c E X of length greater than or equal to 2 contains 
as factor the letter n and any word of the form L&K, with rz 22, belong!; to X. 
In order to prove the next theorem, we need the following. 
Proof. Let us first remark that, if X satisfies WIP, X is infinite and then, by 
Proposition 2, Ci4X ) is infinite, i = I, r. We prove now the proposition for C!(X); 
the same argument holds for C,(X ). 
Let f be a word of C/(X I such that f’= U-M with IrtI 2 12.x. Since f E Cl(X 1, there 
c’xists an infinite subset I_ s A* such that fl-. c X. Let g be a word of L of length 
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lgl >nx. Since X satisfies WIP and Iv1 3 nx, there exist ~1, v3 E A* and 512 EA’ such 
. 
that v = v~z.I~L'~ and 
ucgl;v3wg EX for all n E S&4, v, wg). 
Since lgl> ,‘<, by L - gain WIP, for any n ES&, u, wg), g cm be factorized as 
g = g1.ng2.n113,,1, with lg2,” I> 0 and 
UU,Lqv~wgl.ng;,“g3,n 5x for all k ESx(uu1u~v3w, g, 1). 
It follows that, for all n E Sx(u, c, wg), 
uv&.I3w E Cl(X). 
This concludes the proof. 0 
We can now state the following. 
Theorem 2. Let X c A* be a larzguage. If Xsatisfies the weak iteration property, then 
GKwm = CKXX)) = &(X). 
Proof. We prove that C2(X)c C,(C,(X)). By the same argument it follows that 
CdXk C,G(X Ji. . - . The nroof of the theorem is then obtained as a consequence of 
Proposition 7. 
Let c E Cz(X). For any IZ 2 0, let 14,,, ~7,~ be words of A* such that I:!., I, I~v,,) 2 II 
and u,,uH’,, EX. For any k > II x, consider the word Z~~Z.VV~ E -X1Since 1~4~ / )nx, by 
WIP, there exist fl, hl EA* and gl E A ’ such that flgjhl = 14k and 
flg”l’h,uwk EX for all n E & (1, zck, wk ). 
It follows that, for all k >ny, L’Q E CJX). 
By Proposition 9, C,(X) satisfies WIP and, as shown in the proof, TIC., = n,~. 
Since l\yk / > n x, there exist f2, h2 E A * and g2 E A + such that u’k = fg,tz? and 
of2g%2 E c,(x) for all n E SC;&& wk, 1). 
* It follows that v E Cs;(C,(;U)). This concludes the proof. Cl 
Let us observe that there exist languages X c A* for which C,(X) = Cz(X) but 
they do not even verify the weak iteration property. This is the case, for instance 
of the language, over the alphabet A = {a, b), X = {w E A* / 1~7 Iu = 1~ lb}. 
The following example shows that there exist languages X which verify WIP and 
such that Cl(X) f C(X). 
Example 4. Let N be the set of natural numbers and let QI : fb + N x N be a bijection 
of N onto N x N. Define in N x N a binary relation 8 as follows: 
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Define then a binary relation - in N as 
m,nEN, m -n e cxmfhn. 
The relation - is clearly symmetric and for an); tt E N the set In = {i E NI i -n} is 
infinite. 
We now show that there do not exist two infinite subsets P, 0 c N such that p - 4 
forail(p,tl)EPxQ.IndeedifJPI=IQI=coonecanfindp,,pzEPwithup*=(r,s) 
and ap2 = (k, t) such that r + s # k + t. Since Q is infinite, one can choose 4 E Q with 
one of the elements of the pair aq = (nz, n), for instance m, arbitrarily large, that is 
such that IM > max{r + s, k -t- t}. Since 4 -pl and 4 - ~2, it follows that I + s F 
lln - tz 1 an< k + I = im - nl, which contradicts the hypothesis that r +s f k + t. 
Let us cc .;sider now the language X c {a, 6}* defined as follows: 
X = (ha “ha “%I n - m ). 
X satisfies the weak iteration property, as a consequence of the fact that, for any 
n E fti, IfI is infinite. Moreover it is easy to verify that Cz(X) = a* u ~~*6a*. We now 
show that Cl(X) na*ba* = 8. Let us suppose that there exist k, f E N such that 
a %a’ E C,(X). There exist then two infinite subsets R, L c (n, h}* such that 
.3a kha ‘L c X. R and 15 are of the form 
R ={ba’liEG}, L = (aiD 1 j E D}, 
where G and D are two infinite subsets of N. There exist then two infinite subsets 
P, Q s N 
P=(k+ili~G}, Q={l+j/jEn) 
such that p -y for all (p, 4 ) E P x Q? which is a contradiction . Thus 
c, (X ) A CI VU * = $9. 
3. 1 he case of periodic languages 
A periodic language, in general, does not satisfy the weak iteration property, as 
shown by the following example. 
Example 5. Let k be a positive integer greater than or equal to 2. For any 
a!nh:bet A, we consider the language: 
L1, ;A ) - {\r E A* 1 \i’ f rrf”r with II, c E A*, f‘~ A ‘}. 
It is we!’ known that, if [A j = 3, then Lk (A) is infinite for k 3 2. Moreover, if IAi = 2, 
then i-1 iA I is infinite for k > 2. it follows that, for k >2 and IAl 312 (or for k = 2 
rend IA’ 2 2 1, the languages Lk (A ) do not satisfy WIP. However Lk (A ) is a periodic 
language. Indeed, for all II, c E A* and ~7 E A *, one has 
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The next example shows that there exist periodic languages such that C,( C,(X)) # 
CKJX)). 
Example 6. Let A = {a, b, c, d, e} and let L3(a, 6) (resp. &(d, e)) be the language 
of cube-free words on the alphabet {a, 6) (resp. {d, e}). &(a, 6) and &(d, e) are 
infinite languages. We consider now the language: 
X ={wIc”wZEA*In 3 1, w1 EL&a, b), WSEL&& e) and lw~l= hl). 
It is not hard to see that X is a periodic language (of period 1). One has 
C,(X) = Ma, WC*, C,(X) = c*L,(d, u). 
Moreover, 
CACAX)) = c* u C,(Lda, b))c*, 
GKxX)) = c* uc*c,(L3(d, (2)). 
It fo!lows that 
Theorem 3. Let X c A* be a periudic language that satisfies the weak itemtim 
property. Then 
Cl(X) = C,(C,(X)) = C,(C,(X)) = Cz(X 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 7, it suffices to prove that Cz(X)c C(X). Let t’ E C,(X). 
For any n 2 0, let u,,, w,~ be words of A* such that 1~4,~ I, Iw,, 13 n and UJ.N,, E X. For 
k ) nx we consider the word &UWk E X. Since fuk I > nx, by WIP, there exist fl, 
/I 1 E A* and gl E A + such that flglh 1 = uk and 
flg;h~L’Wk d- for all 12 E &(I, &, uwk). 
Since X is periodic, there exist s, t > 0, with s < t, such that g‘; = gi = gi+“‘, with 
i>Oandp=t-s (= denotes the syntactic congruence of X). Let us consider the 
setI={s,s+l,...,s+p- 1). For any n E Sx(l, uk, uk%‘k), there exists q E I such that 
g;’ = g’:. By the ‘pigeon hole principle’ there exists then an infinite sequence 
11 ) 112, . . . I, Ilj, . . . of elements of Sx( I, &, uwk:), with n 1 E I, nj < ni + 1 and such that 
g;’ 1 = g;‘l for all j 3 1. One has then 
f,g;“hl~bt’k EX forallj21. 
C:onsider now the word flj$*hlvbvk E X. Since /u’,kl> nx, by WIP, there exist f2, 
h2 E A* and g2 E A’ such that f2gzh2 = wk and 
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Since g;l =g;) for all j 2 1, it follows that 
flg;+wJf*g,“~* E x 
hi all m E&(flg’;*hlu, wk, 1) and fzj,jz 1. 
Let us define 
R = {flR;l’h, Ii 2 11, 
L = {f2gyhz i rfr G &(flgYVzlzl, HTk, I)}. 
One has RvL c X with ]I? I-- IL1 = 00. It follows that u E Cl(X). q 
6. Concluding remarks 
In the previous sections we have shown the importance that the ‘strong’ and 
‘weak’ iteration properties, the periodicity and the recognizability of a language 
have in determining basic properties of centers. In this context a problem which 
remains open is whether the weak iteration property and periodicity determine the 
.mmg iteratiort property. Other problems on centers which can be analyzed are the 
following: 
(i) What can be said about a language by knowing its centers? 
(ii) If one considers a language generated by a grammar, is it possible to show, 
by using grammatical techniques, results for bilateral centers similar to those which 
have been obtained in [ 1, 2, 91 for the left center only? 
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